Abstract. This paper proposed a new RFID anti-collision algorithm on the basis of the frame slots of Multi-branched Tree.This new algorithm used for multi-grouped lies in the label prefix discrimination,which greatly prevents the situation that the frame length is not enough and reduces the transmission of bits effectively.Simultaneously, this algorithm reduces the Reader's search range and the probability of collisions. In the performance of decreasing the collisions slots, reducing the search depth and system delay and improving the system throughput, especially in the case of the presence of large number of tags, the new algorithm is superior to the traditional method.Numerical simulations demonstrate the efficiency of theoretical results.
Introduction
In the radio frequency identification system, the data collision exists when multiple tags simultaneously occupy channel within the range of a reader [1] . At present, the anti-collision algorithm is divided into two categories, i.e. anti-collision algorithm based on ALOHA [2] and binary tree [3] respectively. However, both the two kinds of algorithms have a number of weak points. To take the dynamic frame slotted algorithm as an example,when the number of tags is greater than the length of the longest frame length, this situation will increase the probability of collisions and it will make the system throughput decreased.
The recognition rate of the algorithm based on Binary Tree of can reach 100%.However,when the number of labels in the range of reader is huge, the depth of the binary tree will greatly increase and the complexity of the reading will be improved, so that the delay of system will be increased. Obviously the efficiency of the system is unsatisfactory.
At present a lot of researchers has proposed an improved algorithm based on these two types of algorithms [4] [5], but in most of the algorithms, since the branch of the tree in these algorithms is relatively simple in the case of the huge number of tags, the proportion of the collision slots is great as well. Then the system throughput and efficiency is still unable to reach the optimal state.
If there is a better anti-collision algorithm to reduce the proportion of the collision slot and the depth of the tree, then the efficiency of the system will be greatly enhanced.
The algorithm based on the ALOHA and the Binary Tree anti-collision algorithm
The label is divided into two sub-groups in the algorithm based on the tree, such as Binary tree, Decomposition Tree and Detecting conflicts tree. The randomness is large on the ALOHA algorithm when the number of tags is huge,the performance of system to be worsen. It is not suitable to large-scale to read.The rate of read can be reach to 100% as the tree of anti-collision algorithm. Then consider how to improve the performance of tree-based anti-collision protocol RFID tags [6] 
Therefore, to improve the recognition efficiency, the key is to find ways to reduce the number of collision nodes and spare nodes.
The principle of improved algorithm
In this paper,the collision avoidance algorithm,discriminating the bit collision by Manchester encoding [9] ,it is based on the fusion of dynamic frame time slot and the backward search tree algorithm [10] .When the collision has happened,the jumping forward search is based on the discriminant of the collision and the backward strategy is adopted to realize the ordered reading.Compared with the deterministic algorithm,it reduces the probability of the tag collision and has no idle nodes.It reduces the depth and complexity of the algorithm.With the addition of the prefix to determine the stage of the premise.the determine of the prefix length to reduce the amount of information transmission and queries play an important role.Relative to the non deterministic algorithm,in the case of a large number of tags,we can group the tags according to the label ID prefix,and at the same time the same prefix label is divided into a branch, so it can appropriately prevent the use of the frame length being not enough,the using of the backward strategy can effectively reduce the search times and greatly save system time consumption.
The steps of this algorithm
The step of the improved dynamic frame slotted multi-tree algorithm as follows (assuming the tag ID of length N bits, X = 0,the stack S = null): Figure 1 .The step of this algorithm on the tag identification (1)The reader sends a query command,all tags respond to it, which do the next step,if the label is reply,otherwise it will repeated the inquiries if the label is not reply (2)Determining the length of query prefix is L bits, the reader broadcasts a query command, which length is L Query (11 ... 100 ...)the successive of"1" ,it is equal to the length of L.The entire length of the tag query command is equal to the length of ID. According to the ID number of L bit, all tags reply 2 L bit binary sequence ,which is set by the previous steps.
The tag prefix determine by the collision position when the reader receiving the labels response,each of prefix represent of a branch and these prefixes save to stack S successively.
(4) Pop the top of element,the reader send a query command including the prefix,the label reply the surplus of N-L bit ID.
(5)Detect the packet labels by the Dynamic Frame Slot Aloha( DFSA),if tangs collision has been happened,redefining the sub-branch prefix node,make X = L+ X,1 <2 L <= N-X, return to step 2,if the collision has not occurs,the packet tag identification successfully,send a sleep command,so the identification tags into hibernation,the packet label query is completed.
(6) Detect the node of the packet identifying whether completed,if it is not,,then query the sibling group node of this packet, return to Step 4.If it is completed,query the parent node of this packet and return to the step 4.
(7)All the tag distinguished and the query is finished when the stack S is empty.
The number of queries analysis of the this algorithm
Suppose in the range of the reader,the number of tag is N 0 and the bits of tag N = 96 , The query prefix of the reader is ( 0...23)
The parameters of the tag prefix X is initialized to zero,make
,according to the rules of the prefix tag reader queries tags reply stage, there may be 2 L i prefix has be exist,to reduce the number of bits transmitted,the number of bits prefix tag query stage reply should be less than the length of the label,set 1 
. It is supposed that there may be a number of k tags with the same prefix in N i tags.The probability is expressed as ( , , ) 
p k N L is the probability of idle prefix ,set ( , , )
p k N L is the success probability of identifying prefix and set ( , , )
p k N L is the success probability of collision prefix, Then
It can be obtain the number of idle slots label is NI, the number of successful slot tags is NS and the number of collision slots label is NC: tags in the prefix represent of each branches. In the frame slot algorithm, in order to be able to get a reasonable identification tag distribution and to reduce collision position as well as idle position,we should make the allocation of time slots equal to the number of tags as much as possible.After research and analysis to obtain the dispensing of the number is close to the number of labels that need to meet the proportion of relationship,such as formula (8). can be obtain optimal system efficiency.In this case,L=Ni, .The number of branches after each collision is Nc i ,the value of i is from 23 to 1,when the tag bits is N = 96. Consider the situation we put the tag identification with a worst-case scenario to calculate the number of searches,when L i 's i value is one,the last two remaining branches of the tree identification tag was completed that is the prefix Li position lies in the label reply number changes up to N = 23 times. According to the above analysis.the algorithm of the total number of searches as follows:
This is the bits of the prefix Li calculate method,,which is rounded down :
（9） This is the branches of Nc i calculate method,which is Rounded on: Given the number of tags within the reader range from 0 to 10000.We can compare the number of searches between the binary algorithm and this algorithm within this range changes can be seen from figure 2: The figure 2 shows that the number of tags in a case from less to more. The number of searches on this algorithm is less than the amount of the binary tree.
The change of throughput analysis based on the three algorithm .
Given the number of tags within the reader range from 0 to 10000.We can compare the throughput of among the binary algorithm,dynamic frame slotted anti-collision algorithm and this collision algorithm within this range changes can be seen from Figure Figure 3 three kinds of anti-collision algorithm change throughput comparison chart To sum up, the figure 3shows that the number of tags in a case from less to more.The throughput of this algorithm is greater than the throughput of the binary and dynamic frame slotted algorithm, and the throughput is more than 2.3 times to the dynamic frame slotted Algorithm.
Conclusion
This paper is based on the improved the backward search tree and dynamic frame slotted algorithm.Solve the problem of the large number of tags RFID systems collide.The algorithm is different from the conventional anti-collision algorithm.is that According to the judgment prefix collision,make the length of prefix change to the Multi-packet,when a collision has happened and the bits of tag has changed as well as the depth of tree has changed.Each branch of the tree using dynamic frame slot algorithm distinguished the tag.Take back strategy when the collision has not happened,orderly realization tag read.The simulation results clearly shows that new algorithm on the number of searches and the throughput is superior to the traditional anti-collision algorithm. 
